CTLs' repertoire shaping in the thymus: a Monte Carlo simulation.
The human immune system evolved a multi-layered control mechanism to eliminate self-reactive cells. Of these so-called tolerance induction mechanisms, lymphocytes T education in the thymus gland represents the very first one. This complicated process is not fully understood and quantitative models able to help in this endeavor are lacking. Here, we present a stochastic computational model of the thymus which combines data-driven prediction methods and a novel method based on protein-protein potential measurements for assessing molecular binding among cell receptors, major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules, and self-peptides. Of all possible specificities of immature T cells entering the thymus, only a small fraction is actually selected for maturation. Monte Carlo simulations of thymocytes selection in the thymus are performed varying the size of the self and a parameter determining the number of encounter with antigen-presenting cells (APCs). We score the fraction of self-reacting thymocytes leaving the thymus as mature naive T cells and show that self-reactivity is only marginally dependent on the number of self-molecules presented by APCs, while it is strongly affected by a parameter proportional to the time spent in the thymus. We study how this measure changes when we vary the number of MHC alleles and found an optimal number not too different from what we have in reality. The main result of this study is more methodological than biological as we show that immunoinformatics data and methods can be used in systemic level simulation of immune processes.